
CTEDSS HOW TO GUIDE: How to Search 

Purpose:
• How to conduct searches for parties/facilities. 
• How to properly conduct a search for a case/event in the CTEDSS.

Background: Some instances require searching prior to the data entry to avoid duplicates in system. First example ‘Quick 
instructions’ is searching for people and facilities using the ‘Manage People and Facilities’ button. Second example is if 
searching for a case/event, where you can use the ‘search event’ button on the Menu bar or if generated Event ID’ number 
exist, the ‘CTEDSS search window”.
Remember, the most recent address entered for that person in CTEDSS is what shows up in the Event dashboard if you have 
chosen the person from CTEDSS when you enter the case.

Quick Instructions: People and Facilities (Pages 2+3 below)

1. Select ‘Manage People and Facilities’ on the splash screen menu. A pop-up window called Search Person Party appears; this window may 
be changed to search for an organization using dropdown. 

2. Fill in all the information on person or organization you are searching for and select search. CTEDSS will give all results with letter 
sequence entered. Be aware, CTEDSS has a limit of 100 retunred. May have to narrow search.

3. Once CTEDSS produces the results you are looking for, make sure by double checking all the information. Highlight event chosen and hit 
select. 

4. The ‘Person Summary’ or ‘Organization Summary’ page (depends if seeking person or facility) will consist of demographic and contact 
information. Will also consist of affiliated events listed.
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Quick Instructions: Case/Event search (Pages 4+5 below)

1. You may begin to search for an event in two ways. Either by selecting ‘Search event’ on the menu bar or if CTEDSS ID number exists, you 

may use the search box on the top right hand of page. 

2. If ‘Search Event’ is selected a ‘Pop-up’ page called ‘Search Case’ will open. Select the disease of the event sought along with name and DOB 

to allow for an accurate search in the CTEDSS. 

3. Select ‘Search’, CTEDSS will list for you all events that correspond with the letter sequence entered. The Wildcard*- it’s an asterisk you can 

place along with 2 characters or more to search broadly.

4. Select the event from CTEDSS generated list and hit select button. CTEDSS will take you to the event to begin data entering. 



Searching for both “People and Facilities” require the same steps in the CTEDSS:

1. Select the ‘Manage People and Facilities’ button on Menu bar of Splash screen.

A ‘Pop-Up window called ‘Search Person Party’ will appear. Choose what/who you are searching for, a Person or an 
Organization. Example (below) shows if you select ‘Organization’ from drop down; whole page changes from ‘Search Person 
Party’ to ‘Search Organization Party’



2. Fill in all information on the Party (Person or Organization) you are searching for and select search. CTEDSS will produce all
the results from the letter sequence entered and list them for you to choose. You may need to narrow your search if too 
many results are listed (below). 100 is the limit.



3. Once CTEDSS produces the results you are looking for, make sure by double checking all the information. Must highlight the 
chosen party and hit the ‘Select’ button to select them from list. 



4. CTEDSS will bring you to the ‘Person Summary’ or ‘Organization Summary’ page (depends if seeking person or facility). The 
Summary page will consist of demographic and contact information. It will also have a breakdown of all affiliated events for 
the party. Events will be listed individually by disease and event date as shown below. 



Searching for ‘Cases or Events’ require using slightly different search areas.

1. You begin on splash screen by either selecting the ‘Search Event’ in the menu bar or if you have a generated CTEDSS Event 
ID, you can place it in the search box. Following example shows locations below. 



2. If ‘Search Event’ is selected a ‘Pop-up’ page called ‘Search Case’ will open. Select the disease of the event sought along with

name and DOB to allow for an accurate search in the CTEDSS. 



3. Select ‘Search’, CTEDSS will list for you all events that correspond with the letter sequence entered. The Wildcard*- it’s an 
asterisk you can place along with 2 characters or more to search broadly. Highlight the event and hit ‘select’ to select event. 



4. You will be taken to the selected events dashboard where you may begin entering data. 
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Questions or comments concerning this tutorial can be made at: dph.ctedss@ct.gov

mailto:dph.ctedss@ct.gov

